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Accuracy of computations, 8
Actual sizes, 17
Adjustment factors, LRFD, 48, 109
Allowable stresses, 35
  modification of, 36
Anchors,
  framing, 192
  horizontal, 192
  shear wall, 274
Angle to grain load, 45, 109
ASD (allowable stress design) method, 2, 24
Axial load, 30
Bay, structural, 29
Beam diagrams and formulas, 81
Beams,
  bearing for, 101
  bending in, 65
  sense of, 71
  bending stress in, 93
  buckling, 103
  built-up, 237, 238
  cantilever, 51, 75
  continuous, 51, 82
  deflection of, 97
  design, 117
  end bearing, 101
  flexure formula, 95
  flitched, 239
  inflection of, 73
  laminated, 237
  laterally unsupported, 103
  moment diagram, 66
  multiple span, 82
  overhanging, 51
  reactions, 54, 57
  restrained, 52
  shear in, 60, 86
  shear diagram, 63
  shear stress in, 86
  simple, 51, 79
Beams (Continued)
  size factor for, 42, 96
tabulated values for, 78
types, 51, 78
uniformly distributed load, 52
unsymmetrical bending of, 105
Beam stability factor, 44
Bearing,
  beam, 101,
  bearing area factor, 44
  wall, 308
Bending moment, 65
  biaxial, 105
  in continuous beams, 82
  diagrams, 66
  formulas for, 95
  negative, 71
  positive, 71
  unsymmetrical, 105
Bending stress, 93
Biaxial bending, 105
Board deck, 129
Bolted joints, 166
  design values for, 171
  edge distance in, 168
  Hankinson graph for, 169
  modification factors for, 169
  spacing of bolts in, 108
  two-member, 167
Box-beam, 127
Bridging, 122
Buckling of beams, 103
Buckling stiffness factor, 44
Building codes, requirements, 292
Building systems, general design, 302
Built-up,
  beams, 237, 238
  columns, 154
  plywood beams, 238

Cantilever beams, 51, 75
Center of gravity, 354
Centroid, 354
Chord,
  in diaphragm, 254
  in truss, 197
Column formulas for,
  columns with bending, 158

solid sawn columns, 138
spaced columns, 150
Columns,
  built-up, 154
  compression capacity, ASD, 136
  LRFD, 145
design, 142
design aids for, 142
design values for, 143
eccentrically loaded, 158
interaction, 155
P-delta effect, 156
pole, 147, 244
round, 147
safe loads, 143, 144
slenderness ratio, 135
spaced, 150
stability factor, 44, 138, 140
stud, 148
with bending, 155
Combined flexure and axial load, 158
Compression at angle to grain, 45
Connectors,
  bolts, 166
  framing elements, 189
  lag, 180
  nailed, 176
  screw, 179
  split ring, 182
  timber, 189, 222
Continuous span beams, 82
Control joints, 252
Cost of construction, 303

Dead load, 28, 290
Decking, 231
  board, 129
  plank, 130
  plywood, 132
  spanning capability, 133
  wood fiber, 132
Defects in lumber, 15
Deflection,
  allowable, 98
  computation of, 97
  formulas for, 81, 98
Deformation, 32
Density of wood, 14
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Design values, 35
  modification of, 36
Diaphragms,
  chord, 254
  horizontal, 250
  plywood, 233
  vertical, 262
Dimension lumber, 37
Dimensional stability of wood, 17
Direct stress, 30
Dressed sizes, 17
Drift, 299
Duration of load, 41

Eccentrically loaded column, 158
Economics, 303
Edge distance,
  for bolts, 167
  for split-rings, 184
Elasticity, 32
  modulus, 33
End bearing of beams, 101
End distance,
  for bolts, 167
  for split-rings, 184
Engineered wood products, 226
Equilibrium, 28, 53

Fabricated wood products, 18
Fasteners, see Connectors
Fiber products, 18, 132
Flat use factor, 43
Flexure formula, for beam, 95
Flitched beam, 239
Floor joists, 121
  span tables for, 124
Force, 28
Formed steel framing elements, 189
Foundations, 326
Framing,
  anchors, 192
  devices, 189

Girder, defined, 50
Glued laminated products, 227
Grade beam, 326
Grading of lumber, 38
Gussets, 192

Hankinson formula, 46
  graph, 169
Horizontal bracing, 279, 281
Horizontal diaphragm, 250,
  321
Horizontal shear, 60, 87
I-joist, 127, 237
Incising factor, 43
Inelastic behavior, 23
Inflection point, 73
Interaction, 155
Internal forces in trusses, 203

Joints, method of, 211
Joists, 121
  bridging for, 121
  floor, 121
  span tables for, 124

Kip, defined, 28

Lag bolt, 180
Lateral bracing, special, 284
Lateral buckling.
  beam, 103
  column, 135
  truss, 199
Lateral force, 247, 297
Laterally unsupported beam, 103
Ledger, 192
Let-in bracing, 277
Light wood frame, 150, 307, 327
Live load, 28, 293, 294, 295
  reduction of, 294, 296
Load,
  at angle to grain, 45, 169
  axial, 30
  combinations, 293, 301
  concentrated, 28
  dead, 28, 290
  design, 302
  duration, 41, 293
  factor, LRFD, 301
  floor, 295
  lateral, 247, 297
  live, 28, 293, 294, 295
  of movable partitions, 329
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Load (Continued)
  periphery, 302
  roof, 294
  seismic, 293, 300
  on trusses, 201
  uniformly distributed, 28
  wind, 290, 293, 298

LRFD (load and resistance factor
  design), 2, 24

Lumber,
  classification of, 17
  defects in, 15
  density of, 14
  grading, 18
  laminated veneer, 230
  parallel strand, 230
  properties of sections, 367
  structural composite, 229

Maxwell diagram, 206
Manufactured truss, 224, 315
Measurements, units of, 5
Mechanically-driven fasteners, 181
Method of joints, 203
Methods of design, 23
  ASD, 2, 24
  choice of, 25
  LRFD, 2, 24
Mill construction, 334
Modification of design values, 36
Modulus of elasticity, 33
Moisture content, 42
Moment, 52
  bending, 65
  diagram, 66
  of a force, 52
  of inertia, 358
  resisting, 93
Movable partitions, 329
Multiple span beams, 82

Nailed joints, 176
Negative bending moment, 71
Net section, 167
Neutral axis, 93
Nominal size, 17
Notation, standard, 9

Occupancy, types of, 292
Oriented strand board (OSB), 231
Overhanging beam, 51
Overtur,
  moment, 274, 299, 324, 334
  of shear wall, 274
Panel point, of truss, 197
Partitions, movable, 329
Permanent set, 33
P-delta effect, 156
Plank deck, 130
Plywood, 232
  deck, 132
  design data, 232, 234, 236
  diaphragm, 233, 256
  gusset, 192
  shear wall, 272
  stressed-skin panel, 127
  types and grades, 232
  usage considerations, 233
Pole structure, 244
Poles, 147, 244
Ponding, 294
Principal axes, 366
Properties of,
  sections, 366, 367
  structural lumber, 367
Radius of gyration, 365
Rafters, 121
  span tables for, 129
Reactions, 54, 57
Reference Design values, 35, 36
  Adjustment, 41
Reference sources, 4, 390
Relative stiffness of vertical bracing, 251
Repetitive-member uses, 43
Resistance factor (LRFD), 2, 24, 48
Resisting moment, 93
Rigid frame, for lateral bracing, 285
Roof load, 294
Roof pitches and slopes, 197
Round column, 147

Safety, factor, 22
  fire, 21
Sandwich panel, 127, 238
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Screws, 179
Section modulus, 95, 363
Section properties, 366, 367
Seismic forces, 300
Shear,
  beam, 60, 86
  developers, 181
  diagram, for beam, 63
  formula for rectangular beam, 87, 90
  general formula, 90
  horizontal, 60, 87
  stress, 31, 90
  wall, 262, 272, 323
Simple beam, 51, 79
Size factor for beam, 42, 96
Slenderness ratio, column, 135
Solid column, allowable load for, 136, 145
Spaced column, 150
Span tables for,
  joists, 124
  rafters, 125
Species of wood, 13
Split-ring connector, 182
Standard notation, 9
Statical moment, 90, 355
Stiffness, 33
Strain, 32
Strength method, 2, 24
Stress, 30
  allowable, 35
  bearing, 38, 101
  direct, 30
  kinds of, 31
  shear in beam, 90
  unit, 27
Stress/strain relationships, 33
Stressed-skin panel, 127, 238
Structural design,
  accuracy of, 8
  goals, 20
  methods, 2, 23
  references, 289
  standards, 289
Structural lumber,
  composite, 229
  grading of, 38
properties for, 367
  use classification, 17
Structural planning, 302
Stud walls, 148
Symbols, 9
Tabulated beam values, 78, 81
Temperature factor, 42
Tension joints, 167
Timber, 13
  connectors, 189, 222
  construction, 335, 340
  trusses, 223, 345
Time effect factor, LRFD, 49, 110
Torsional buckling of beams, 103
Torsional effects on buildings, 250
Transfer axis formula, 361
Transferring moments of inertia, 361
Trusses,
  algebraic analysis, 211
  bracing for, 199, 277
  design considerations, 196
  design forces for, 219, 349
  graphical analysis, 203
  heavy timber, 223, 345
  internal forces in members, 203
  investigation of, 203, 211
  joints in, 222
  loads for, 201
  manufactured, 224, 315
  Maxwell diagram for, 206
  members for, 197, 222, 350
  separated joint diagram, 204
  timber, 223, 345
  types, 199
  weight of, 203
  wind load, 348
Two-member joint, 167
Uniformly distributed load, 52
U. S. units, 5
Units of measurement, 5
Unit stress, 27
Unsymmetrical bending of beam, 105
Uplift, 299
Use classification of lumber, 17
Vertical,  
diaphragm, 262  
shear in beams, 60

Walls,  
shear, 262, 272, 323  
stud, 148

Weight of building materials, 291

Wind,  
design for, 293, 298, 317, 332  
force diagram for truss, 348  
forces, 332  
pressure, 332

Withdrawal of nails, 177

Wood,  
built-up beam, 238  
composite panel, 231

defects, 15  
density of, 14  
dimensional stability, 17  
flaws in, 15  
flitch beam, 239  
I-joist, 237  
moisture content, 17  
pole structure, 244  
poles, 147, 244  
seasoning of, 16  
sources, 13  
species, 13  
structural panel, 2312  
use, 1

Zoned nailing for plywood diaphragms, 260